
How It works

PrIcIng

Users visit the website listed on the back of 
your branded card. 

For orders over 5,000 cards, or other denominations, inquire for a custom quote.                                         (c)
 
Pricing includes 4/1 process printed plastic card and program management. Standard Card Specs: 2 1/8” x 3 3/8”, 30 mil polyester laminate. Setup Fee: No charge if art requirements are met. $63 (g) 
setup fee for orders under 250 pieces. Redeemable for two movie tickets and a $25 Dining Certificate. Maximum value of $12.00 per movie ticket. Cardholder responsible for any purchase above the 
value of the card. Only one dining certificate can be used per party per visit. Total card value for one time use. Most restaurants require a minimum spend requirement of $35 USD. Additional restrictions 
may apply depending on restaurant. Cards expire 6 months from issue. Modified expiration dates and custom shaped cards also available. Custom website landing page will be an additional charge. 
Production Time: 10 working days from proof approval. Rush service available upon request. FOB: New Jersey. Prices may be higher for points programs and codes only campaigns. Pricing subject to 
change without notice.

wHy cHoose  
dinner & a movie Cards? 

•	 Dinner and a movie are a natural combination that people love, and 
by rewarding with both, you’ll provide a very high-perceived value 
reward for consumers.   

•	 This reward gives a great deal of choice, giving customers the abil-
ity to select a film, time and theater, as well as choose from a wide 
variety of restaurants. 

•	 This offering provides double the reward, which makes it even 
more appealing to consumers looking to snag a reward with even 
more value.  

•	 Target a broad audience and provide a perfect night out for any age 
group with the pairing of dinner and a movie. 

DINNER & A MOVIE Cards
Two rewards – one suCCessful PromoTion

Associate your brand with the appeal of date night by providing the classic 
combination of dinner and a movie. Built around the quintessentially 
valuable reward combo, Dinner and a Movie Cards provide recipients with 
two movie tickets and a $25 dining discount certificate.

They enter their reward code, choose the film, 
time and location, as well as their favorite 
participating restaurant. 

Customers print out their movie ticket voucher 
and restaurant certificate and enjoy a night out 
on you.

A night out enjoying a dinner and a movie is appealing to a wide 
audience. This reward is great for most audiences, including 
customers, employees and prospects. 

tArget audienCe

With a perceived value of $50, Dinner and a Movie Cards are 
an excellent way to make a strong impression on customers.

ADDItIonAL informaTion

Quantity 500 1000 2500 5000

Dinner and a Movie for two $34.33 $33.17 $32.33 $31.45
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